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Practical	Implementation	of	Sabermetrics	
"Moneyball"	in	Athletics
Jon	Nachtigal

“Sabermetrics	does	not	begin	with	the	numbers.	It	begins	with	issues.”– Bill	James

Moneyball	Theory
• Think	outside	the	box
• Acquire	undervalued	assets
• Rid	team	of	overvalued	assets
• Combines	statistical	analysis	with	expert	decision	making
• Not	a	one-size-fits-all	model
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Reasoning
• Inductive	reasoning	- Specific	instances	into	a	generalized	conclusion
• Deductive	reasoning	– Generalized	principles	that	are	known	to	be	true	into	a	specific	conclusion
Note:	The	accuracy	of	inductive	reasoning	can	be	questionable.
Longwood	Softball	- 2017Runs	Scored:	199Runs	Allowed:	198Expected	Record:	27.6	- 27.4Actual	Record:	28	- 27
Marginal Run Values by Event, i.e. Linear Weights - CMS 2016
The number of additional runs scored if one more of a particular event occurred (according to the various models). That is, if a
team was able to hit one more single in the game in this 5.6 runs per game environment (Note: actually CMS scored 5.375 
runs/game in 2016), this team would score 0.47 more runs.
Hit	By	Pitches	– D-I	2015 Walks	– D-I	2015
Run Expectancy Matrix – CMS 2016
The average number of runs, from this base/out 
state, to the end of the inning.
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